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In this paper we introduce strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries. These are a class of
geometries that generalise semipartial geometries. Like semipartial geometries the
underlying point graph is strongly regular and this is part of the motivation for
studying the geometries. In the paper several necessary conditions for existence are
given. Strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli are defined, and it is shown how they may be
used to construct strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries. This generalises similar results
by J. A. Thas in (1980, European J. Combin. 1, 189192) constructing semipartial
geometries. Several constructions of strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries are given,
and possible parameters of existence for small cases are listed.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: (:, ;)-geometry; semipartial geometry; partial geometry; strongly
regular graph; quadric.
1. INTRODUCTION
A (finite) (:, ;)-geometry with parameters (s, t) is an incidence structure
(P, L) with P a finite non-empty set called points together with a family
L of subsets of P called lines, incidence being containment such that
(i) Any two distinct points are incident with at most one line;
(ii) Each line is incident with exactly s+1 points;
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(iii) Each point is incident with exactly t+1 lines;
(iv) For any point x # P and any line L # L not containing x there
are exactly : or ; points on L collinear with x.
We call a line L not incident with a point x an :-line with respect to x
if there are exactly : lines joining x to a point of L. ;-lines are defined
similarly. (:, ;)-geometries were first defined in [9] where the problem of
linear embedding was examined.
We say an (:, ;)-geometry is strongly regular if there exist integers p and
r such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) If points x and y are on some line L then there exist p lines on
x that are :-lines with respect to y.
(b) If points x and y are not collinear then there exist r lines on x
that are :-lines with respect to y.
We will call s, t, p and r the parameters of the strongly regular (:, ;)-
geometry.
A simple count shows that the number of lines of the geometry is
b=v(t+1)(s+1), where v is the number of points.
Lemma 1.1. The point graph of a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry, :{;,
with parameters s, t, p, and r is strongly regular with k=s(t+1), *=
(:&1) p+(;&1)(t& p)+s&1, +=:r+;(t+1&r) and v=((k(k&*&1))
+)+k+1.
Proof. For a given point x there are t+1 lines on that point, each of
which contain s points not equal to x. Hence k=s(t+1).
Consider points x and y of the graph that are not adjacent, i.e., they are
not both on some line of the geometry. By definition, r of the lines on x
are incident with : lines on y, giving :r points on these lines that are
collinear with both x and y. Each of the remaining t+1&r lines on x are
incident with ; lines on y, giving ;(t+1&r) points on these lines that are
collinear with both x and y. Hence there are exactly +=:r+;(t+1&r)
points collinear with both x and y.
Similarly, x and y adjacent gives *=(:&1) p+(;&1)(t& p)+s&1,
and the point graph is strongly regular. For given k, * and + the number
of vertices of a strongly regular graph is well known to be given by the
above formula. K
Note that for a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry, :{;, with given * and
+, p and r may be calculated by
p=
(;&1) t+s&*&1
;&:
and r=
;(t+1)&+
;&:
.
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In fact it is easy to show that if an (:, ;)-geometry has a point graph that
is strongly regular, then the constants p and r exist as in (a) and (b) above
and the geometry is strongly regular.
Remark. If :=; then (P, L, I) is a partial geometry, and if :=0 it is
semipartial geometry. See [7] for more on partial geometries, semipartial
geometries and strongly regular graphs.
In this paper we outline the basic properties of strongly regular (:, ;)-
geometries. To a certain extent we follow the literature on semipartial
geometries and prove similar results. Often the proofs follow those of the
semipartial geometry case. In the next section neccessary conditions for
existence are given. In Section 3 strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli are defined,
and it is shown how they may be used to construct strongly regular
(:, ;)-geometries. This generalises similar results by J. A. Thas in [19]
constructing semipartial geometries. In Section 4 several constructions of
strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries are given. Also in this section is a list of
possible parameters for strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries arising from
strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli. Surprisingly many of the possible parameter
sets do have strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries with those parameters,
showing that the neccessary conditions of Section 2 are strong. The paper
is concluded with some general remarks.
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry with parameters
as in the previous section then the following conditions hold
(i) + | k(k&*&1) and (s+1) | v(t+1).
(ii) The point graph has 3 eigenvalues, one of which is k, the other two
u1<u2 and their multiplicities f1 , f2 , satisfy
u2i +(+&*) ui&(k&+)=0, f1+ f2=v&1, u1 f1+u2 f2=&k
with f1 and f2 positive integers.
(iii) For v>5, one of the following occurs:
(a) v=2k+1, *=k2&1 and +=k2, where v is the sum of two
squares and the eigenvalues u1 and u2 are (1\- v)2.
(b) u1 and u2 are integers with u1<0<u2 . Hence (+&*)2+
4(k&+) is a square and (u2&u1) | (u2(v&1)+k).
(iv) (u1+1)(u1+2+&k)(k+u1)(u2+1)2 and 2v< f1( f1+3).
(v) For :{;, (;&:) | (;(v&s&1)&st(s+1)).
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(vi) For :{;, vb and st.
(vii) If ;=s+1 then (s+1&:) | (t+1)(s&:)(t& p), for :{s+1.
Proof. (i) v and b must be integers.
(ii) The graph is strongly regular.
(iii) It is known that the eigenvalues of the strongly regular graph
are integers with the possible exception of the conference graphs
[7, Theorem 10.2].
(iv) These are the Krein conditions and the absolute bound for
strongly regular graphs [7, p. 439].
(v) Let L be some line of the geometry. Then the points of the
geometry not on L are of two types: those that are joined to : points of
L by lines of the geometry; and those that are joined to ; points of L by
lines of the geometry. Suppose there are u of the former and w of the later.
Then
u+w+s+1=v
:u+;w=(s+1) ts
\:2+ u+\
;
2+ w=\
s+1
2 + (*&s+1)
The first equation arises from counting all of the points in the geometry.
The second from counting pairs (x, M ) such that x is a point not on L,
and M is a line joining x to a point of L. The third arises from counting
triples (x, M1 , M2) such that x is a point not on L, and M1{M2 are lines
joining x to points of L. These equations are then equivalent to
u+w=v&s&1
:u+;w=s(s+1) t
:2u+;2w=s(s+1)(t+*&s+1)
which have a solution if and only if
1 1 v&s&1
} : ; s(s+1) t }=0.:2 ;2 s(s+1)(t+*&s+1)
Hence either :=; or
:;(v&s&1)=s(s+1)((:+;&1) t+s&*&1)
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in which case
u=
;(v&s&1)&s(s+1) t
;&:
.
(vi) Brouwer, Haemers and Tonchev have shown that if a strongly
regular graph is the collinearity graph of a partial linear space then either
the partial linear space is a partial geometry or b>v [4].
(vii) Suppose ;=s+1. Choose a pair of non-collinear points x and y.
We wish to count the set of point-line pairs
[(z, L) | z # L, ztx, zt% y, L a (s+1)-line w.r.t. x, L a :-line w.r.t. y],
where t denotes collinearity.
Since y is not collinear with x, and ;=s+1, every line on x must be an
:-line w.r.t. y. Hence the number of points z that are collinear with x, but
not y is (t+1)(s&:). On such a point z there are by definition of p exactly
t& p (s+1)-lines to x. And since zt% y, such a line must be an :-line with
respect to y. So counting the pairs of the above set in one way gives
(t+1)(s&:)(t& p). Now given a line L that is an :-line w.r.t. x, and a
(s+1)-line w.r.t. y, there are exactly s+1&: points z collinear with x but
not with y. Hence the (integer) number of such lines is (t+1)(s&:)(t& p)
(s+1&:). K
Corollary 2.1. If the dual of a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry K is
strongly regular then either s=t or K is a partial geometry.
Proof. Follows from (vi) of the theorem. K
See also [7] for conditions specific to partial and semipartial geometries.
3. STRONGLY REGULAR (:, ;)-REGULI
In [19], J. A. Thas defined SPG reguli which were then used to con-
struct semipartial geometries. In this section we generalise the definition of
SPG reguli to strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli, and then show that strongly
regular (:, ;)-reguli give rise to strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries.
A strong regular (:, ;)-regulus is a collection R of m-dimensional
subspaces of PG(n, q), |R|>1, satisfying
(i) 7i & 7j=< for every 7i , 7j # R, 7i {7j .
(ii) If an (m+1)-dimensional subspace contains some 7i # R, then
it has a point in common with : or ;, subspaces of R&[7i]. Such an
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(m+1)-dimensional subspace that meets : elements of R&[7i] is said to
be an :-secant to R at 7i , similarly for ;-secants
(iii) If a point of PG(n, q) is contained in an element 7 of R then it
is contained in a constant number p of :-secant (m+1)-dimensional spaces
on elements of R&[7].
(iv) If a point of PG(n, q) is contained in no element of R then it is
contained in a constant number r of :-secant (m+1)-dimensional spaces of R.
Note that if :=0, then a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus is an SPG
regulus as defined in [19].
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus in PG(n, q), the
elements of R being of dimension m. Embed PG(n, q) as a hyperplane of
PG(n+1, q), and define an incidence structure (P, L, I) of points and lines
as follows.
(i) The point set P is the set of points of PG(n+1, q)&PG(n, q).
(ii) The lines set L is the set of (m+1)-dimensional subspaces of
PG(n+1, q) that meet PG(n, q) in an element of R.
(iii) Incidence I is containment.
Then (P, L, I) is a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry with parameters
s=qm+1&1, t=|R|&1, p and r.
Proof. Clearly the number of points on a line of L is qm+1, and the
number of lines on a point is |R|, hence s=qm+1&1 and t=|R|&1.
Let x # P and L # L such that x  L, and let R # R be the element of the
regulus that L contains. In PG(n+1, q) consider the (m+2)-dimensional
subspace 6m+2 given by the span of x and L. Then 6m+2 meets PG(n, q)
in a subspace 6m+1 of dimension m+1 that contains R. Since R is a
strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus, it follows that 6m+1 meets : or ; elements
R:, ; of R&[R] in a single point. Clearly the lines of L given by the span
of x and elements of R:, ; are exactly those that join x to a point of L, and
there are either : or ; of them. Hence (P, L, I) is an (:, ;)-geometry. It
remains to be shown that it is strongly regular.
Suppose that x, y # P, such that x and y are not both on a line of L.
Hence the line joining x and y in PG(n+1, q) meets PG(n, q) in a point
u not contained in any element of R. Now by definition there are exactly
r :-secant (m+1)-dimensional subspaces each containing u and an element
of R. Consider one such :-secant 6m+1 on u, which contains an element
R # R. Let A be the set of : points that 6m+1 meets elements of R&R in.
Let 6m+2 be the subspace given by the span of x (or y) and 6m+1 . Let
L be the line of L determined by the span of x and R. The subspace
corresponding to L is of dimension m+1 and is contained in 6m+2 . Hence
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a line of PG(n+1, q) in 6m+2 joining y to one of the : points of A will
meet L in a unique point z of 6m+2&6m+1 . The line yz of PG(n+1, q)
is then contained in a (unique) line of L that is on y and meets L. Hence
the : choices for elements of A give rise to exactly : lines of L that are
on y and meet L. We have r choices for L. Hence we have shown that given
a point y not collinear with x, there are exactly r lines of our geometry on
x, such that for each line there are : lines joining y to the line. Hence we
have property (b) that is required for the geometry to be strongly regular.
Property (a) follows in a similar manner. K
Notice from the details of the proof that if we have a collection of sub-
spaces that satisfies all of the conditions required for the definition of a
strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus except possibly conditions (iii) and (iv), then
that set gives an (:, ;)-geometry.
Also note that the strongly regular graph arising from the strongly
regular (:, ;)-regulus can be seen as follows. Let the points of the graph be
the points of PG(n+1, q)&PG(n, q). Two distinct points are then
collinear if and only if the line of PG(n+1, q) joining them meets PG(n, q)
in a point contained in some element of the strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus.
It follows that the union of the points contained in elements of a strongly
regular (:, ;)-regulus has exactly two intersection sizes with respect to
hyperplanes in PG(n, q), [5].
In Section 5 possible parameter sets for strongly regular (:, ;)-
geometries with v4096 from (:, ;)-reguli are listed.
4. CONSTRUCTION OF STRONGLY REGULAR
(:, ;)-GEOMETRIES
4.1. Sets of Type (m, n) in PG(2, q)
In a projective plane ? of order q, a set K of type (m, n), m<n, is a sub-
set of points such that any line of ? meets K in either m or n points, for
some integers m and n. See [15] for properties and examples of sets of type
(m, n), also called two character sets with respect to lines. Note that the
complement is also a two character set with respect to lines.
It follows immediately that the points of a set K of type (m, n) in
PG(2, q) is a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus. In the following theorem we
give the parameters of the geometries and graphs, but first some constants
associated with K are calculated.
Let % be the number of m-secants to K on a point not of K then
%m+(q+1&%) n=|K| giving %=((q+1) n&|K| )(n&m). Similarly let
# be the number of m-secants to K on a point of K then #(m&1)+
(q+1&#)(n&1)=|K|&1 giving #=((q+1)(n&1)&|K|+1)(n&m).
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Theorem 4.1. Let K be a set of type (m, n) in PG(2, q). Then the
resulting geometry has s=q&1, t=|K|&1, with p=:#, r=(:+1) %,
where :=m&1 and ;=n&1, for m>0, and :=;=n&1 for m=0.
The associated strongly regular graph has v=q3 and k=|K|(q&1),
*=(:&1) p+(;&1)( |K|&1& p)+q&1 and +=:r+;( |K|&r).
That sets of type (m, n) give strongly regular graphs in this way was
noted in [5].
Some examples of sets of type (m, n):
(i) Maximal arcs, (m, n)=(0, n), |K|=q(n&1)+n, exist in PG(2, q),
q even, for all n | q [13]. These give partial geometries with s=q&1,
t=(q+1)(n&1) and :=n&1 (=;).
(ii) Unitals, (m, n)=(1, q12), |K|=q32+1, exist in PG(2, q) for
every q a square [15]. These give strongly regular (0, q12)-geometries, i.e.,
semipartial geometries, with s=q&1 and t=q32.
(iii) Baer subplanes, (m, n)=(1, q12), |K|=q+q12+1, exist in
PG(2, q) for every q a square. These give strongly regular (0, q12)-geo-
metries with s=q&1 and t=q+q12.
(iv) Disjoint unions of u Baer subplanes, (m, n)=(u, q12+u), |K|
=u(q+q12+1), exist in PG(2, q) for every q a square, s # [1, 2, ...,
(q&q12)] [10]. These give strongly regular (u&1, q12+u&1)-geometries
with s=q&1 and t=u(q+q12+1)&1.
See also [11], [5], [17], [12], [1], [14] and [2] for other construc-
tions of sets of type (m, n) in projective planes.
4.2. Complements of Quadrics
Suppose Q is a non-degenerate hyperbolic or elliptic quadric in
PG(2n+1, q). Then a plane of PG(2n+1, q) may meet Q in either a conic,
a line pair, a single line, or a single point or be entirely contained in Q
[16]. Let L be a line disjoint from Q, then a plane ? on L must meet Q
in either a conic or a single point, and so ? meets the complement of Q _ L
in either q2&q&1 or q2&1 points.
It follows that a partition of the complement of Q in PG(2n+1, q) into
lines is a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus with :=q2&q&1 and ;=q2&1.
Conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus
follow immediately, and condition (iii) follows since Q has two intersection
sizes with respect to hyperplanes.
For such a partition to exist it is necessary that q+1 divides
|PG(2n+1, q)&Q|, which is equivalent to q+1 dividing |Q| (since q+1
divides |PG(2n+1, q)| ). Now |Q+(2n+1, q)|=(qn+1)(qn+1&1)(q+1)
and |Q&(2n+1, q)|=(qn+1+1)(qn&1)(q+1), and so q+1 divides
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|Q+(2n+1, q)| if and only if n is odd, and q+1 divides |Q&(2n+1, q)| if
and only if n is even. We summarise the above in the following two
theorems.
Theorem 4.2. A partition of the points of PG(4n+1, q)&Q&(4n+1, q)
into lines is a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus and gives rise to a strongly
regular (:, ;)-geometry with parameters s=q2&1, t=q2n(q2n+1+1)
(q+1)&1, :=q2&q&1, ;=q2&1, p=q2n&1(q2&q&1)(q2n&1)(q+1)
and r=q4n&q4n&1.
The associated strongly regular graph has parameters v=q4n+2, k=
(q2n+1+1)(q2n&1), *=&2+q2n&q2n+1+q4n and +=q4n&q2n.
Theorem 4.3. A partition of the points of PG(4n+3, q)&Q+(4n+3, q)
into lines is a strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus and gives rise to a strongly
regular (:, ;)-geometry with parameters s=q2&1, t=q2n+1(q2n+2&1)
(q+1)&1, :=q2&q&1, ;=q2&1, p=q2n(q2&q&1)(q2n+1+1)(q+1)
and r=q4n+2&q4n+1.
The associated strongly regular graph has parameters v=q4n+4, k=(q2n+1
+1)(q2n+2&1), *=&2&q2n+1+q2n+2+q4n+2 and +=q4n+2+q2n+1.
To obtain partitions of the points not on a quadric into lines we use a
construction of J. A. Thas originally given to construct lines spreads of
quadrics [20, p. 64]. Let Q&(4n+1, q) be a non-singular elliptic quadric in
PG(4n+1, q). Consider a quadratic extension GF(q2) of GF(q), and the
corresponding extension Q+(4n+1, q2) of Q&(4n+1, q). Then there exist
a subspace 62n of dimension 2n contained in Q+(4n+1, q2) but disjoint
from PG(4n+1, q). On each point x of Q&(4n+1, q) there is a unique line
L of PG(4n+1, q2) that meets both 62n and its conjugate 6$2n with respect
to the field extension. The line L meets Q&(4n+1, q) in a line. Taking the
set of all such lines on points of Q&(4n+1, q) gives a partition of
Q&(4n+1, q) into lines. Further the points of intersection of the lines L
with 62n are the points of a Hermitean variety U(2n, q2) of 62n .
In fact the lines of the partition of Q&(4n+1, q) are just the lines
obtained by taking the line joining a point of U(2n, q2) to its conjugate and
intersecting it with Q&(4n+1, q). But if instead of taking points of
U(2n, q2) we take points of 62n&U(2n, q2), join them to their conjugates
and intersect the resulting line with PG(4n+1, q) it is clear that we obtain
a partition of PG(4n+1, q)&Q&(4n+1, q) into lines as required.
A similar construction works for Q+(4n+3, q), with the modification
that we have a disjoint subspace 62n+1 of dimension 2n+1 containing a
Hermitean variety U(2n+1, q2).
Hence we can always partition the points not on Q+(4n+3, q) or
Q&(4n+1, q) into lines, and so get strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries.
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However, this construction gives (:, ;)-geometries isomorphic to some aris-
ing from the Hermitean spaces U(2n+1, q2) and U(2n, q2). It is readily
verified that the points of PG(2n+1, q2)&U(2n+1, q2) or PG(2n, q)&
U(2n, q2) are strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli since every line meets such sets
in either q2&q or q2 points. The details of the above construction make it
clear that the strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries arising from the Hermitean
spaces are isomorphic to those of the above constructions for strongly
regular (:, ;)-reguli of lines in the complements of quadrics. But it is
possible to ‘‘derive’’ the (:, ;)-reguli of lines in the complements of quadrics
to obtain new strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries as follows.
Consider the case above where Q&(4n+1, q) is a non-singular elliptic
quadric in PG(4n+1, q), with the quadratic extension to PG(4n+1, q2)
and the subspace 62n of dimension 2n disjoint from PG(4n+1, q) and
containing the Hermitean variety U(2n, q2). Let L be the resulting
(:, ;)-regulus. As above a point of U(2n, q2) corresponds to a line of
Q&(4n+1, q), and a point not on U(2n, q2) corresponds to a line disjoint
from Q&(4n+1, q). Further a Baer subline of 62n corresponds to a set of
q+1 lines of PG(4n+1, q) that partition the points of a Q+(3, q), i.e., the
q+1 lines form a regulus R. It is well known that Q+(3, q) has exactly two
classes of lines R and Ropp , both of which partition the point set of
Q+(3, q). So we can switch one class for the other and still cover exactly
the same point set. In particular if we take a Baer subline in 62n disjoint
from U(2n, q2) that corresponds to a regulus R, then we may define a new
partition of Q&(4n+1, q) into lines by L&R _ Ropp , and hence get a new
strongly regular (:, ;)-regulus. There are many Baer sublines disjoint from
U(2n, q2), and any collection of these that are pairwise disjoint may be
used to ‘‘multiply derive’’ the (:, ;)-reguli. Essentially the same process can
be applied for the Q+(4n+3, q) case. Hence new geometries are obtained.
4.3. Oval Constructions
In a projective plane of order q, a maximal arc K is a set of q(n&1)+n
points such that every line of the plane meets the set in 0 or n points for
some integer n [15]. If the plane is Desarguesian, examples are known for
all n dividing q, q even [13].
It is well known that K defines a partial geometry as follows [18]. Let
the set of points P of the partial geometry be the points of ?&K, and the
set of lines L of the partial geometry be the secant lines to K. Then
s=q&n, t=q&qn and :=q&qn&n+1.
Now consider a line L of ? that does not meet K. It follows that every
line of L meets L in exactly one point. Form a new incidence structure
with pointset P$=P&[x | x # L] and lineset L$=L. Then clearly every
point of P$ is on q&qn+1 lines of L$, and every line of L$ contains q&n
points of P$. Further it is clear that given a point x # P$ and a line M # L$,
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with x not on M there will either be q&qn&n or q&qn&n+1 lines
of L$ joining a point of M to x (the two cases correspond to whether
the lines joining M & L to x is secant or external to K respectively).
Hence (P$, L$) is an (:, ;)-geometry with s$=q&n&1, t$=q&qn,
:=q&qn&n and ;=q&qn&n+1. For one class of examples the (:, ;)-
geometry is strongly regular.
Theorem 4.4. Let K be a degree q2 maximal arc in ?, q=2h, then
(P$, L$) is a strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry with s$=q2&1, t$=q&2,
:=q2&2, ;=q2&1, p=q&4 and r=q&2. The point graph has
parameters v=(q+1) q2, k=(q&1)(q2&1), *=(q&3)(q2&2) and
+=(q&3)(q2&1) (the complement of a triangular graph).
Proof. With notation as above we show that the underlying point
graph is strongly regular and the result follows. The calculation of v and k
are obvious. Now consider points x and y of P$, such that x and y are on
no line of L$, but are on line M in ?. Now since K is a degree q2 maxi-
mal arc, on x there is one further line Mx{M on x and exterior to K, and
on y there is one further line My{M on y and exterior to K. Now
Mx & My cannot be a point of L for if it was there would be three exterior
lines (Mx , My and L) on the point Mx & My . Now there are q&1 secant
lines to K on lines through x, each secant line contains q+1&1&1&q2
=q2&1 points of ?&[x] _ L _ K. Of these (q&1)(q2&1) points on
secant lines through x, exactly q&2 of them are on My . Hence the number
of points collinear with both x and y in L$ is (q&1)(q2&1)&(q&2)=
(q&3)(q2&1). Hence +=(q&3)(q2&1). The calculation for * is essen-
tially the same. K
4.4. 2&(v, k, 1) Designs
In this section two constructions of strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries
arising from Steiner 2-designs are given.
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a 2&(v, k, 1) design with pointset P and block-
set B. Let x be some point of D, B be the set of blocks incident with x, and
rD the number of blocks on a point in D. Define a new incidence structure
D$ with points P$=P&[x], blocks B$=B&B, and incidence as in D.
Then D$ is a strongly regular (k&1, k)-geometry with s=k&1, t=rD&2,
*=(rD&2)(k&1) and +=*+k&1.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. K
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a 2&(v, k, 1) design that admits a spread S, i.e.
S is a partition of the point set of D into disjoint lines. Let B be the set of
blocks of D and rD be the number of blocks on a point. Define a new
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incidence structure D$ with point those of D, blocks B$=B&S, and
incidence as in D. Then D$ is a strongly regular (k&1, k)-geometry with
s=k&1, t=rD&2, *=v&2k and +=*+k.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. K
4.5. Sporadic Constructions
In this section two constructions of strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries
that appear to be sporadic are given.
In [6], a set R of 21 lines in PG(5, 3) is given that is a strongly regular
(0, 2)-regulus. The geometry arising from the regulus is a partial geometry
with s=8, t=20 and :=2.
In fact it is possible to partition the 252 points not on an elliptic quadric
Q&(5, 3) in PG(5, 3) into 3 disjoint copies of these 21 lines each, hence giv-
ing a partition of the points not on the quadric into lines. By the results of
Section 4.2 these lines then form a strongly regular (5, 8)-regulus, and so
a strongly regular (5, 8)-geometry with parameters s=8, t=62, p=30 and
r=54.
In Table I the points of this set of 63 lines in PG(5, 3) is described as
follows. A point of PG(5, 3) is given as a triple abc where a, b and c are
in the range 0 to 8. Taking the base 3 representation of each digit then
gives a vector of length 6 over GF(3). In the following, the first 4 columns
give the points of the first copy of the points of R, the second 4 columns
give the points of the second copy of R, and the third 4 give the third copy
of R. The rows give the points on each of the lines of the partition.
It may be that this partition of PG(5, 3)&Q&(5, 3) into lines can be
obtained by the method of derivation described in Section 4.2, but it is not
clear to the authors how this might be done.
The second construction of a sporadic strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry is
not associated with a regulus. It is a strongly regular (3, 5)-geometry with
parameters s=4, t=14, p=6 and r=15. It arises from the Steiner system
S which is a 3&(22, 6, 1) design with automorphism group M22 acting
3-transitively on the 22 elements and transitive on the 77 blocks. It is well
known ([3, Section 10]) that S is quasi-symmetric with block intersec-
tions 0 and 2. The geometry lives in the strongly regular 2-intersection
block graph with parameters srg(77, 60, 47, 45).
We define a new geometry G as follows. The points of G are the blocks
of S, and the lines of G are the pairs of elements of S, incidence is by
inclusion. Clearly, since each pair of points of S is in 5 blocks and each
block has 15 pairs, G has 5 points on a line and 15 lines on point.
Moreover, since each triple of elements is in a unique block we see that two
lines of S have at most one point in common. It remains to be shown that
G has the (:, ;)-property.
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TABLE I
A Strongly Regular (5, 8)-Regulus in PG(5, 3)
Consider an antiflag ( p, L) of G, where L is induced by the pair x, y of
points of S. The first case to consider is when in S neither x or y are con-
tained in p. Now p is a line of S containing 6 points of S. Further, since
S is a 3-design, any point of S on p is contained in a unique block of S
containing x and y. And such a block meets the block p in two points
(since every pair of blocks of S meet in 0 or 2 points). Hence there are
exactly 62=3 blocks of S containing x and y and meeting p in two
points. In G this says that there are exactly 3 points on L that are collinear
with p.
The second case to consider is when exactly one (x say) of the points x
and y of S are contained in p. In this case there are 5 points of p&[x],
and for each such point there is a unique block of S containing that point
as well as x and y. It follows that in G there are exactly 5 points of G on
L that are collinear with p.
In fact the above argument works for any quasi-symmetric 3&(v, k, 1)
design such that some pair of blocks is disjoint. However, such designs are
classified (see [8, 37.12]), and the only cases that exist are the above
3&(22, 6, 1) quasi-symmetric design, and a quasi-symmetric 3&(8, 4, 1)
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design giving a strongly regular (2, 3)-geometry with s=2 and t=5. The
second design is the unique extension of the Fano plane, its blocks are
the points of the geometry and blocks containing pairs of elements are the
lines.
5. PARAMETERS FROM STRONGLY REGULAR (:, ;)-REGULI
In this section we list possible parameter sets for strongly regular
(:, ;)-geometries with v4096 from strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli.
First note that for a strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli to exist, the number of
points, v, of the associated strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry must be a
power of some prime. It follows that s+1 must also be a power of that
prime. Possible parameters were found by only considering cases when v
and (s+1) were powers of the same prime and applying the necessary
existence conditions from Section 2.
In Table II, s, t, :, ;, p and r are the parameters of the (possibly
non-existent) strongly regular (:, ;)-geometry. The associated strongly
regular graph having parameters v, k, *, + with eigenvalues u1 , u2 with
multiplicities f1 and f2 .
The final column of the table gives a construction method of the strongly
regular (:, ;)-reguli if it is known to exist. The sets Q+(7, 2) cl, Q&(9, 2) cl
and Q+(11, 2) cl denote strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli formed by partition-
ing complements of quadrics as in Section 4.2. The remaining examples
arise from sets of type (m, n) in PG(2, q). The notation Uq denotes the
(:, ;)-reguli arising from a unital in PG(2, q); Bq denotes the (:, ;)-reguli
arising from a Baer subplane in PG(2, q); Sq(x, y) is a set of type (x, y) in
PG(2, q); A number n prefixing the set denotes a disjoint union of n copies
of that set; A ‘‘c’’ as a suffix denotes taking the complement of the set; Thus
3S16(0, 4) c denotes taking the complement of the disjoint union of 3 sets
of type (0, 4) in PG(2, 16). Constructions of these sets can be found in the
references given at the end of Section 4.1.
Note that we do not include partial geometries (:=;) or semipartial
geometries (:=0) in the list.
We conclude this section with some simple non-existence results for
several of the parameter sets given in Table II.
Lemma 5.1. The plane PG(2, 3) does not contain a (non-empty, proper)
m-set of type (0, 2, 4).
Proof. Suppose such a set did exist and let ti be the number of lines of
PG(2, 3) that meet the set in i points for i=0, 2, 4. Then standard counting
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TABLE II
Parameters from Strongly Regular (:, ;)-reguli
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arguments give that t0+t2+t4=13, 2t2+4t4=4m and 2t2+12t4=
m(m&1). Solving the last two equations for t4 gives 8t4=m2&5m, so
8 | m2&m, forcing m=5 or m=8. The case m=5 implies t4=0, i.e., the set
is a hyperoval in PG(2, 3), which does not exist. Similarly m=8 gives that
the set is the complement of a hyperoval, and so does not exist. K
Corollary 5.1. The cases marked with - in the table can not arise from
strongly regular (:, ;)-reguli.
Proof. Consider the case s=2 with t=19 in the table. Suppose a
strongly regular (1, 3)-geometry arising from a strongly regular (1, 3)-
regulus existed with these parameters. Since v=81=34 the (1, 3)-regulus
would exist in PG(3, 3). Since s=2 the elements of the (1, 3)-regulus in
PG(3, 3) would be points. It follows that the (1, 3)-regulus would be a
collection of (t+1)=20 points in PG(3, 3) such that every line met the set
in 0, :+1=2 or ;+1=4 points. In particular, any plane in PG(3, 3)
would meet the set in a set of type (0, 2, 4). But such a set does not exist
by the previous lemma, and the strongly regular (1, 3)-regulus does not
exist. Essentially the same argument may be used to rule out the other
three cases marked with a - in the table. K
Similarly no non-empty proper subsets of PG(2, 5) have type (0, 2, 4),
(0, 3, 6) or (0, 4, 6) with respect to lines, and so the cases marked -- do not
occur. Also no non-empty proper subsets of PG(2, 7) have type (0, 2, 4),
(0, 3, 6), (0, 4, 8) or (0, 6, 8) with respect to lines, and so the cases marked
--- do not occur.
6. REMARKS
In this paper we have extended the study of semipartial geometries to
strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries in a straightforward way. The intension
has been to provide a foundation for further study of strongly regular
graphs via strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries, as well as to study the
geometries in their own right. But while we have given new constructions
of strongly regular (:, ;)-geometries the underlying strongly regular graphs
were in each case previously known. It would be interesting to have
constructions that give new strongly regular graphs.
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